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YEAR 2 SUMMARY

16,680

91%

people felt more
positive as a result of our
programmes

1806

minutes of older and younger
companions enjoying
connection

minutes of digital literacy
training with our Older
Companions

206

1-to-1 feedback sessions &
surveys with our
community

Connectforce Community CIC is a social enterprise building connection, creativity and
confidence within marginalised communities through collaboration with our network
of artists.
Year 2 was all about ground work. Namely, building a solid foundation from which
Connectforce can continue to expand as a self-sustaining, legitimate and effective
enterprise. In Year 1, we clarified our mission; our next step was making it a reality…
To do this we focussed on trialling our business model, in which our three programmes
work in tandem, with our community of artists and their skill sets at its core. We targeted our
time, resources and effort into proving and improving our concept - monitoring our key
performance indicators, measuring impact and assessing beneficiary feedback.
We also found time to remain hugely active within our communities, expanding our
Companions programme, designing and piloting our new youth workshop scheme, and
piloting an accessible iteration of Companions for those living with dementia. Along the
way, we’ve worked with numerous experts from social enterprise, tech and healthcare
sectors, who provided hugely valuable support in solidifying our methods.
This report lays out the achievements and learnings from our second year in action, which
we believe will be truly transformative for Connectforce’s future. We hope you enjoy the
read!
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PROGRESS
During Year 2, Connectforce has progressed in three
major areas:
KNOWLEDGE OF OUR COMMUNITIES
Knowledge of our communities and the issues which affect them has
increased exponentially. We’ve attended various training days and
events which have drastically improved our understanding of areas in
which we work, including mental health and the adolescent brain, as
well as how to support those living with dementia.
We’ve also vastly improved our knowledge of running a CIC through
attending workshops with financial institutions, seeking advice from
various business experts and continuing our regular sessions with our
UnLtd mentor.

BECOMING SELF-SUSTAINING
Becoming self-sustaining has been a major focus of the past year.
We've officially begun trading our befriending programme, which is
now being purchased by private care settings as a means to
improve/maintain quality of life for their residents.
As well as this, we've developed a communication workshop,
applicable to both young people and corporate clients. The corporate
iteration will economically support the youth programme, as well as
contributing to Connectforce’s overheads.

BUILDING OUR IMPACT MEASUREMENT
Building our impact measurement and revising our Theory of Change
has enabled us to begin work on our first social value report. Whilst the
wealth of evidence gathered will not be evaluated in time to be included
in this annual report, it won't be too long until we are ready to share the
findings surrounding our social value.
Simultaneously, we've worked hard to build up our company’s key
performance indicators. We use this data to understand, monitor and
improve every aspect of our business..
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OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
Get Vocal is a series of workshops led by
professional actors, which consist of actingderived exercises designed to develop young
people’s transferable skills, namely: confidence,
communication and self-expression.

Over the past year, Connectforce has gathered a wealth of anecdotes and feedback
which proved the immense benefits that opportunities to connect were having on the
older community, as well as our artist volunteers.
Knowing that social exclusion is, sadly, not a problem solely affecting the elderly, we
explored how our model of connecting artists to marginalised communities could go
further.
Whilst researching the loneliness epidemic, we found overwhelming evidence proving
that young adults are more likely to feel lonely than older age groups.
At Connectforce, we see an obvious (and we think beautiful!) link between the
communication skills and creativity of artists, and their potential to support those who
are experiencing social isolation.
Following a successful pilot at The Learning Foundry in Liverpool, in 2022 we launched
our youth communication programme: ‘Get Vocal’.

100%

of participants said
Get Vocal workshop
improved their
confidence.
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100%

of participants
would recommend
Get Vocal to their
peers.
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Musical Companions
Musical Companions is our dementia-accessible iteration of our flagship
Companions programme. We researched, developed and piloted the concept
earlier this year, and are currently assessing feedback and findings in order to
develop the full-scale programme.

We completed six sessions over two months, during which our Artist Companion
would sing, play music and listen to her Older Companion’s favourite songs together.
The initial results are already suggesting huge improvement in mood for both the
resident living with dementia and our volunteer.

Notting Hill Genesis
We completed our first collaboration with Notting Hill Genesis, a housing
association based in London. We worked with their Care and Support team
to provide 20 electronic devices, digital skills sessions and Companion calls
to their residents.

Following the success of this programme (in which 100% older companions reported
a decrease in feeling of isolation after taking part}, we've been invited to apply to
expand our work with NHG, formalising our offering for their residents using a
subscription model.

CONNECTFORCE COMMUNITY CIC | OUR YEAR 2
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LEARNINGS
What did this
year teach us?
Here are some thoughts from members of the
team over the past year.

CLAUDIA WACE

Co-director, Operations Lead
“This year has been a fascinating one with multiple
people joining us in different areas. Encouraging people
to become as passionate about the mission has been a
huge learning experience for me personally and
professionally. I’ve loved every minute of it.”

VICTORIA BASTEN

ELEANOR SUTTON

Co-director, Get Vocal Lead
"Learning to measure the impact of our work has been a
valuable and rewarding experience. In addition, striving
to build connection within other areas of the community
is very exciting."

Co-director, Companion Lead
“This year I've loved witnessing Connectforce’s growth.
Adding new programmes, inducting new volunteers and
expanding our network has been incredibly exciting.”

KATELYN NOTTMAN

ANNA TOKEREVA

Digital Champion

“I enjoyed being part of an organisation in a
startup set up where there is more opportunity
for learning. It was an exciting time to be part of
it.”

Outreach Lead

‘One of my biggest learnings has been on the devastating
impact the Covid-19 pandemic has had on mental health
and future opportunities for younger people. Programmes
like Get Vocal help our communities to support each other
in this time."

ALYSSA HTAIKE

KATHARINE MORAZ
Companion Manager

“This year has been transformative personally. I
cannot speak highly enough about my time doing
Musical Companions and the joy it has brought me
as well as the lessons it has taught me to take into
Year 3.”

Team Assistant

“I have enjoyed learning and seeing the transformative
impact of arts on the community, especially hearing
from the Older Companions and Care Givers first-hand.
It is about giving them a space to feel seen and listened
to.”
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OUR PROGRAMMES
Here our our programmes at a glance...
ELECTRONIC DEVICE SCHEME
This initiative, launched during the pandemic, involves
Connectforce donating easy-to-use electronic devices
with video-calling features to care home. to help combat
social isolation.
Residents are then offered digital skills sessions by
Connectforce's Digital Champion. The aim is to give older
people confidence in their ability to use devices and help
them become more self-sufficient.

CONNECTFORCE COMPANIONS
Our virtual befriending initiative matches older care home
residents with with an Artist Companion. The pairs connect via
weekly video calls, allowing intergenerational friendships to
blossom.
This scheme gives Older Companions the opportunity for
genuine and lasting companionship, and provides our Artist
Companions with a flexible, remote and fulfilling volunteering
opportunity.

MUSICAL COMPANIONS
This programme is designed for those living with dementia,
who may not have the capacity to benefit from our flagship
Companions model.
Musical Companions is a more accessible iteration of the
scheme, in which, instead of having a long-form chat, the
pairs come together via video call to share music. Our artists
sing and play their Older Companions' favourite tunes,
providing reminiscence, entertainment and connection.

CONNECTFORCE COMMUNITY CIC | OUR YEAR 2
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GET VOCAL YOUTH
This programme’s goal is to support young participants to
recognise their innate strengths and help them access
higher education/employment. We place a particular focus
on young people that are Not In Employment, Education or
Training (NEET).
Get Vocal will use acting-derived techniques to develop
young people's skills and confidence, supporting them to
positively contribute to their communities and recognise
their ability to create the trajectory of their future.

GET VOCAL IN BUSINESS
This is our series of acting-derived workshops, facilitated
by actors, designed to support peoples’ confidence and
communication skills in the workplace.
All profits go directly into funding our communications
programme for disadvantaged young people (Get Vocal
Youth).

RECRUITING ARTISTS

A 'viral' moment with one of our

Our audience on social media has grown
296% over the course of the year. Our
website has had over 3,000 new users in
the past year.
With exciting programmes on the
horizon,
we
instigated
a
large
recruitment drive earlier this year. As a
result, our community has grown by:

Companions.

62%
Of our 102 artist companions, 84 of our community are actively
volunteering with us 1 to 3 times a year.
CONNECTFORCE COMMUNITY CIC | OUR YEAR 2
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OUR IMPACT
Building confidence, connection and
community.
One of Connectforce's key guiding principles is to be people-led. We do this by
prioritising the monitoring and evaluation of data at all times. By providing frequent
opportunities for feedback and working alongside our monthly Key Performance
Indicators, we've built programmes that are effective, cost-efficient and, most
importantly, neccessary. This proof of impact allows our partners to confidently
commission our services moving forward.

Activity / Project

Data / Outcome

Digital Device Donations

Donated 327 devices across the UK - England, Northern
Ireland and Wales - to 168 care homes.
31 digital training sessions to improve digital literacy for older
people.
Increase in digital confidence of 100% of those who took part.

Fundraising

£106,810.42 raised in grant funding since inception.
Over £25,000 in donations since inception.
3 projects successfully funded through grants.

Connectforce

790 calls scheduled and 16,680 minutes of conversation

Companions

logged.
206 feedback sessions/surveys completed.
84% Artist volunteers reported a positive change in mood.
100% of homes asked would recommend to other care
facilities.

Get Vocal

1 pilot completed in Liverpool in December.
100% of participants noted Get Vocal workshop improved
their confidence.
100% of participants would recommend programme to their
peers.
2nd pilot booked for later this year.
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Using connection to improve wellbeing
According to Public Health England: 'A person’s physical
and mental health and wellbeing are influenced
throughout life by the wider determinants of health.'

1 million

From their research we know that 'anyone can
experience social isolation and loneliness, but it is more
commonly considered in later life. As our population
ages, the number of older people grows, and we are
therefore seeing an increase in the absolute number of

older people
can go for

people experiencing chronic and severe loneliness.'
Whilst the effects of the pandemic can still be felt, we
believe that increasing connection not only benefits our
Older Companions but also our Artist Companions. We
believe that greater inter-social connection leads to a
more progressive and compassionate society.

1 month
without speaking
to a friend,
neighbour or
family
*in the UK

Research shows that lacking
social connection is bad for
our physical and mental
health

Loneliness
increases the
likelihood of
premature
mortality

by
26%
278 hours of
connection

reduces
loneliness

improves
quality of
life

Source: Health matters: Prevention - a life course approach - Public Health England
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This year, a number of our first wave of Connectforce Companions
pairs hit a big milestone: a whole year of connection! Here are some
of their stories, as well as updates from some more recent pairings:

Angus & Margaret

“Our friendship means a huge amount to me. To have a regular conversation with
someone who, a year ago, I had never met is a special thing in of itself. But on a more
personal level, I find our conversations deeply grounding. Margaret is a great listener,
who takes great care to ask my questions about my life. Her interest and wisdom are a
constant source of comfort to me.” - Angus
“You have no idea just what your calls meant to me. You spoke on subjects that
interested me, and there was no one else for me to talk to in that way. You brought
sunlight into my life” - Margaret

Jess & Bill

Jess and Bill had their Companions call back in February of 2021. They quickly
hit it off and continued their friendship throughout the year. Sadly Bill passed
away towards the end of 2021, but Jess takes comfort in knowing how much
they enjoyed each others’ company in Bill’s last days.
“It was so magical when he laughed. I really wasn't expecting to get so
emotional over our connection. When he would say he was 'fond of me' or that
seeing me every Saturday was a 'breath of spring air' or when he called me
'little lady' it would blow me away.”

CONNECTFORCE COMMUNITY CIC | OUR YEAR 2
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MOVING INTO YEAR 3
Where do we want go from
here?
Annual reports are not just about looking back, but also looking forward! After
reflecting on the past year and considering the year ahead, we've established 4
areas of focus for our 3rd year in operation...

1

2

BUILD A BOARD

During Year 3, we intend to build a
diverse,

passionate

board

BUILDING

We'll establish virtual get-togethers

of

for our community to build industry

directors. We will first focus on

presence and increase networking

finding expertise in governance,

opportunities. We also plan to host

finance, fundraising and strategy

group training days for Get Vocal

scaling.

3

COMMUNITY

artist facilitators.

PROGRAMME
EXPANSION

4

Using pilot evaluation and market
research to expand our programmes
to the wider community; delivering

SUSTAINABILITY

To become financially sustainable and
continue to expand our services to
more people who need them; we will
continue to drive self-funded options

Connectforce Companions in larger

with Get Vocal corporate feeding into

care providers, Get Vocal Youth in

Get vocal Youth and some funded

schools and with local councils and

companion scheme options, as well as

Get Vocal in business in corporate

securing

settings.

financing.
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FUTURE PROJECTS
4
3
2

new partnerships

No spoilers, but Year 3 at Connectforce is

programme trials

taking ownership of our social value and

new programme
iterations
ctforce
by Conne

Comm unity

already looking very exciting! As a result of
proving our impact in multiple areas, we're
quickly moving forward with multiple
projects. Here's some insight into what
we've got to look forward to...

GET VOC AL:
SS
IN BUS INE

GET VOCAL IN BUSINESS
As part of our drive to become self-sustaining, we've developed a corporate
iteration of our Get Vocal programme, inviting employers to enhance the
L:
GE T VO CA
SS
IN BU SI NE
tfo
by Con nec

nit
rce Com mu

communication skills of their employees.
y

Get Vocal in Business workshops will ensure the financial stability of Get Vocal
(Youth), whilst simultaneously providing an opportunity for corporations to give
back to the community.

86% of employees and executives cite the lack of effective collaboration
and communication as the main causes for workplace failures.
(Source: How Communication Affects Productivity Statistics. AZ Central)

CHELSEA & WESTMINSTER CHARITY +
In 2021, we began conversations with Chelsea and Westminster Charity +,
working on how our Companions programme could benefit their older
residents in hospital, as well as those who have been recently diagnosed with
dementia.
We now have two collaborations in development, and are excited to explore
how our services can be utilised by the NHS as part of patient rehabilitation and
reintegration into the community.

CONNECTFORCE COMMUNITY CIC | OUR YEAR 2
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FINANCE
Donations
14.8%

Traded Income
0.7%

The majority of our income from the past year
came from grants. We began trading in April
2022, and sales of our Companions service
currently account for the 0.7% of our income.

From May 2021 to
May 2022

Grants
84.4%

The graphic below shows
the financial model to which
we wish to move. Doing this
will eliminate our
dependency on grants,
rendering the business
more financially
sustainable.

As a Community Interest Company, all of our profits and assets go directly back into
serving the community. Our corporate sales will support our Get Vocal Youth
programme as well as Connectforce’s overheads. Our Companions programme runs at
cost price to ensure we are running a programme that is accessible to those who need
it most.
Grants
32.8%

Corporate Sales
35.4%

Future
Projections

Donations
8.2%
Companion Sales
23.6%
CONNECTFORCE COMMUNITY CIC | OUR YEAR 2
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WITH THANKS TO
Connectforce would be nothing without its team members, volunteers,
partners, advisers, care providers and educational providers who've
engaged with our programmes. We want to express our huge gratitude to
everyone who's been involved in our journey so far:
The tireless care workers who've helped facilitate our Companions scheme:
Jacqui and Michelle at Knowle Manor, Wendy and Lindsay at Alexander Care Home,
Theresa O'Neil at Notting Hill Genesis, Jacob at NHG Cheviot, Telma at NHG Penfold,
Shelby at St. Nicholas Care Home, Claire at Bankfield Care Home, Debi at Anbridge Care
Home, Claire and Jenny at Homelea House , Dina at Glebe Court, Tisha and Dian at NHG
Visram
The experts in their field who've donated their time to help our cause:
Doctor Louise Caldwell, Jack Palmer, Lisa Wilson, Ben Ramsdale
The brilliant freelancers and collaboraters who we've joined forces with:
Rhian, Amber, Bronté, Katelyn, Anna, The Learning Foundry, Profit for Purpose,
Connected Thought
Our funders:
National Lottery, UnLtd
A special thank you goes to:
Nick, Gav, Phillipa and Tim at Ark Co-Working who welcomed us into an incredible
entrepreneurial space.
All of our wonderful artist companions who have volunteered their time this year.

Keep in touch
www.connectforce.community
info@connectforce.community
@connectforcecommunity
@ConnectforceC

